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In my career as a programmer I have watched the development of the programming tools: The IBM PC, with various sizes of floppy disks and printers, by which programs were written and read from a large variety of file formats. The Apple Macintosh, with a half-dozen different sizes of floppy disks, two of
them hard drives and also a printer, with assorted new file formats. The DOS/Windows PC, with file copying that meant programs had to be re-written if you changed the file structure of a program. The DOS/Windows PC, with a couple of different serial port protocols that made it possible to interface a

program to a UNIX type system. This was useful for running outside an X-Windows graphical environment, or for running programs on a Sun or Hitachi workstation. In the late 1980s the Icom programmers introduced the C:004 with a 1 k toroid array per card and about ten times more logic per card. Each line
of one bit was handled by a small decoder chip on the card, which could be programmed as a NC or NO. As well as the usual push-buttons, push-pulls and indicator lights, we had a stack of four cards, each with a numeric keypad. One could use the keys to enter numbers, which could be stored for recall, and

it was this feature that made it possible to program a large number of lines in one operation. The technical specifications of the whole system allowed for about 16k of lines to be programmed in about 20 minutes. The Icom programmers went on to introduce further generations which had two or four 256
toroid cards, and eventually included a much longer buss system, the Cs F1. The last version I worked on with Icom was the F14 (I continued to work with A-B for a couple of years before the Icom PLCs were sold to Siemens).
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